INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AT QUEEN’S
THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CENTRE
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON
This year Queen’s proudly celebrates the Fiftieth Anniversary of its long association with Canada’s industrial relations community. With the establishment of an Industrial Relations Section in 1937, the first institution of its kind in Canada, Queen’s began a pioneering contribution to the understanding and development of industrial relations in Canada. From these roots grew the Industrial Relations Centre, known for its active research and publications program, its widely respected seminars and conferences, and its broad involvement in Canadian public affairs. Later, in 1983, a School of Industrial Relations was established to offer a multi-disciplinary Master of Industrial Relations degree program. Now the Centre and School, not only share common accommodation, but also share the common purpose of bridging the gap between the academic community and world of work through teaching, research, publication, and continuing education.

This history of the first fifty years of industrial relations at Queen’s provides an opportunity to recognize the contributions of many people, but two in particular deserve special mention—Professor J.C. Cameron and Dr. W. Donald Wood. Jim Cameron was appointed as first Director of the Industrial Relations Section in 1937 and served in this pioneering capacity until 1960. Don Wood continued the tradition of long and distinguished service as Director of the Industrial Relations Centre from 1960 to 1985 and first Director of the School of Industrial Relations from 1983 to 1985. Even after his retirement as Director in 1985, Don Wood continues to serve Queen’s as Chairman of the Industrial Relations Centre’s conference and seminar programs.

This Fiftieth Anniversary also provides an opportunity to look ahead. The Industrial Relations Centre and School of Industrial Relations, within the next two years, will be moving to the new School of Policy Studies building. This facility, specifically designed to house the Industrial Relations Centre/School of Industrial Relations and other policy related schools and institutes, is tangible evidence of the University’s strong commitment to applied and policy related studies. Since industrial relations has become an increasingly vital area for Canadian policy makers, both the Industrial Relations Centre and School of Industrial Relations will play a central role in this new School of Policy Studies.

As this history reveals, Queen’s has had a long established tradition and commitment to research, teaching, and continuing education in the broad field of industrial relations, and it is this tradition that we are firmly committed to maintain and strengthen.

David C. Smith
Principal and Vice-Chancellor
Queen’s University
May 1987
FOREWORD

The celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the study of industrial relations at Queen’s would not be complete without some published record of these first fifty years. This short history sets out the evolution of this important program from its pioneering beginnings in 1937 to the multi-disciplinary approach of today’s Industrial Relations Centre and School of Industrial Relations. The record shows that it is an evolution that was shaped as much by people as events.

The text was prepared by Laurence Kelly, who has had a close connection with the Queen’s industrial relations program, being associated with the Industrial Relations Centre from 1960 to 1976 and serving as its Assistant Director for three years. He deserves much credit for distilling into such readable form the many influences that shaped the study of industrial relations at Queen’s during the past fifty years.

The preparation of the illustrations and lists, and all the editorial work, fell to Carol Williams who played an indispensable role in the production of this publication. Special mention should be made of the work of Kim Gratton, Michele Harrison, Elaine Clark, and Laurie Rushworth in the typing of the final manuscript and of the research assistance provided by Maureen Freedman. We are also grateful to the staff of Queen’s Archives for their assistance in the preparation of this history, and the staff of Queen’s Graphic Design Unit for their advice on design and layout.

Over the years many faculty, students, staff, and friends in the larger industrial relations community, have made significant contributions to the study of industrial relations at Queen’s. The achievements of our first fifty years would not have been possible without the commitment and enthusiastic support of these many people, and to them I express a special word of appreciation.

Donald Carter, Director
Industrial Relations Centre/
School of Industrial Relations
Queen’s University
May 1987
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Kingston, Ont. Sept. 20.—Queen’s University has decided to establish an Industrial Relations Section in the School of Commerce and Administration, Principal R.C. Wallace announced today. Prof. WA. Mackintosh is director of the school.

Decision to establish the section was reached, Principal Wallace said, after consultation with leading industrialists, labor officials and industrial relations experts. Financial support for a five-year period has been obtained from “a number” of industrial corporations in arrangements that insure work of the section will be “unfettered and unbiased,” the principal said.

An expert will be appointed soon to take immediate charge of the work, the announcement added.

The above news article, or a variation of it, appeared in newspapers across Canada in late September 1937. Those which used more of the press release issued by the university noted that a library and information centre was to be established “covering the whole field of industrial relations and the policies and practices which obtain in Canadian industry in the relationships and responsibilities of management and labour in particular”.

The announcement generated a considerable amount of interest, as evidenced by the many inquiries that came into Queen’s about the new Section, and it attracted favourable comment from many quarters. In a letter to Principal Wallace, the Secretary of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce wrote: “This is certainly a progressive and timely move and one which, I believe, will prove highly useful to both business and labour leaders throughout Canada.” P.M. Draper, President of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, wrote to wish Wallace “every success in the work which you are planning with the object of building up a cooperative understanding in the many and complex problems which affect industrial management in labor today.” The editor-in-chief of The Financial Times, in an article entitled “For Better Industrial Relations”, commented, “One of the most successful of American industrial leaders has emphasized that about the most important thing in modern business is to conduct operations on the basis of giving the public efficient service, good value and a square deal all-round—and the next most important thing to tell the people about it. But important as are public relations, it is doubtful if they are more important in these times than employee relations—employee relations based on the idea that workers must be given broader recognition for their services than the contents of the pay envelope.”

As these comments indicate, even before it formally came into existence the Industrial Relations Section at Queen’s was off to a good start. The first institution of its kind in Canada, it was wanted and welcomed. It officially came into operation on October 12, 1937, under the directorship of a new Queen’s appointee, Professor J. C. Cameron.
THE MOVING SPIRITS

The decision to establish an Industrial Relations Section at Queen’s was not an overnight one. More than a year of planning and preparation and persuasion lay behind it. And but for the commitment of a fortuitous combination of individuals and organizations, it is an idea that probably never would have taken shape.

In identifying the moving spirits behind the establishment of the Section one has to begin with Clarence J. Hicks, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Industrial Relations Counselors Inc., New York, a non-profit organization established in 1926 by John D. Rockefeller II. Unlike others involved, Hicks had no connection with Queen’s. However, he had been instrumental in helping to form Industrial Relations Sections at Princeton University (1922), the University of Michigan (1934) and Stanford University (1936). Another was in the process of being established in 1937 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The Section at Queen’s was to be modelled on similar lines. In a manner of speaking, it was Hicks’ Canadian franchise.

Hicks’ views on the role of universities in industrial relations stemmed largely from impressions formed in earlier years when he was in charge of industrial relations at Standard Oil of New Jersey, in which capacity he received invitations to address labour classes in various universities. He concluded from these visits that students were not receiving a balanced picture of labour relations. As he stated later in his autobiography, My Life in Industrial Relations, the approach of universities and colleges to labour relations “has been theoretical and usually under the direction of a professor in economics who, in most cases, has had but little practical touch or experience with labor relations, scanty knowledge of labor unions, and incomplete information concerning current developments in the field of employer-employee relations”.

In 1921, following a visit to Princeton University where he expressed his views to faculty and students about the need for more relevant instruction in industrial relations, Hicks was asked by the President of the university to explain what he thought Princeton could do in this direction. Hicks outlined what he chose to call an “Industrial Relations Section” to be organized as a subdivision of the Department of Economics. The suggested program included:

1. Gathering of current information concerning every type of labour relationship in the United States and Canada and also current information concerning legislation on this subject throughout the world.
2. Giving unbiased instruction based on facts thus gathered rather than on theories.
3. Offering opportunities for research as to every type of labour relationship, and
4. Making this current information available not only to the faculty and the students but to businessmen and union leaders and any others interested in this subject.

As reported by Hicks, this program was “unanimously approved” and John D. Rockefeller, Jr., “was easily persuaded to provide, as his first gift to Princeton, the budget for a five-year program starting in 1922”.

Hicks was to play an important role in the formation of the Section at Queen’s, which would have objectives similar to those of Princeton’s. At least equally important, however, was the part played by his Director of Research at Industrial Relations Counselors Inc., Bryce M. Stewart.

Bryce Stewart was a Canadian, a graduate of Queen’s who also held a PhD in economics from Columbia University. Following completion of his graduate studies at Columbia in 1914, he served for a number of years with the Canadian Department of Labour as researcher, chief statistician, editor of the Labour Gazette, and organizer and director of
the Employment Service of Canada. In 1922, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America invited him to Chicago to organize an employment exchange, to be followed by a system of unemployment insurance. He spent five years there, developing what was then the largest system of non-governmental unemployment insurance in the United States, before moving to New York to join Hicks and IRC. Stewart’s knowledge of industrial relations, his many contacts in the field, and, of course, his interest in Queen’s, made him an invaluable resource in developing the Section at Queen’s.

There were moving forces within Queen’s too. The primary one was W.A. Mackintosh, Head of the Department of Commerce and Administration. Mackintosh, who later was to become Principal of Queen’s, was a highly regarded and frequently consulted adviser to government on economic and social problems, one of a group of economists who had established a reputation for Queen’s in the area of applied economics. He was quick to recognize that industrial relations was an important, emerging field of study and that an Industrial Relations Section could make a significant contribution to the work of his department and the university. As he was to say in a speech in 1938:

... no excuse is needed for making industrial relations a subject of university study and investigation. It is much less what we study than how we study it that is of importance. I have no patience with those frightened people who would desire to attain or retain a respectable reputation by clinging to subjects made respectable by age and convention. Industrial relations are a part of life—an important and even critical phase of modern life. In no field do the significant problems of social control arise more sharply and in more complex form than here. Whether one assesses it by the intellectual effort required, or by the worthwhileness of results achieved, university work in this field is amply justified.

In making these comments, Mackintosh might have had in mind a former Queen’s principal, W. Hamilton Fyfe, who resigned in 1934, felt that the educational system was dominated by the business ethos of North American society and therefore heavily oriented toward practical knowledge. The
true object of education was “soul-making” and the function of a university “... to aid human beings in their growth of character, in the healthy development of all their faculties, physical, mental, moral, aesthetic and spiritual”. One wonders whether Mackintosh could have convinced Fyfe that university work in industrial relations was “amply justified” and, if he could have done so, whether Fyfe would have been willing to make the rounds of company presidents to raise the money needed to finance an Industrial Relations Section.

Mackintosh had little difficulty in convincing Principal R.C. Wallace about the desirability of establishing an Industrial Relations Section and Wallace did not shirk the heavy workload that this was to impose on him. The Principal was a practical man, a scientist and former president of the University of Alberta, with the reputation of being a good administrator.

Within a few months of taking over as Principal on September 1, 1936, he had given his approval to Mackintosh’s proposal and presented a plan to the university Senate and the Executive of the Board of Trustees. From there, events ran their course.

There were others who played important facilitating roles in the establishment of the Section. W.C. (Clifford) Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance and a former Head of Economics at Queen’s, provided advice and assistance. University Chancellor James Richardson used his influence in the business world to win promises of financial support from corporations. Several practitioners in the industrial relations field were involved in the planning from the earliest stage, most notably Clare Fraser of Bell Canada, a founding member of the Montreal Personnel Association, which had been formed in 1935, and Clare Seeley, first president of the Personnel Association of Toronto, which came into existence in January 1936.

The establishment of the Industrial Relations Section at Queen’s ultimately was dependent on the contributions of another group of individuals—those who agreed to provide the financial support necessary to translate the idea to reality. The key players, however, the “moving spirits”, were those who conceived the idea and developed and carried through the plan, principally Hicks, Stewart, Mackintosh and Wallace. Take away any one of these persons and it is unlikely that the idea ever would have taken wing.

1 Quoted in Frederick W. Gibson, Queen’s University, Volume 11 1917-1961 To Serve and Yet Be Free, pp. 128-9.

---

**FROM IDEA TO REALITY**

As Clare Fraser recalled it, the idea of forming an Industrial Relations Section in Central Canada was conceived at the Princeton Industrial Relations Conference, September 1935, during a chat between him and Bryce Stewart. During that conversation, Stewart agreed to work on the idea from New York while Fraser was to work on it with Canadian groups.

The initial outcome was a plan for an Industrial Relations Conference at Queen’s, to be sponsored jointly by the university and the fledgling Montreal and Toronto Personnel Associations. The planning committee consisted of Mackintosh, Fraser and Seeley.

Held on Friday and Saturday, September 18-19, 1936, this first Canadian university conference on industrial relations was well supported, attracting more than 100 participants. It covered a wide range of topics. Mackintosh spoke on "The Task of the National Employment Commission", Stewart
on “The Search for Security”, Hicks on “The Position of the Industrial Relations Man Today”, and J. Douglas Brown, Director of the Industrial Relations Section at Princeton University, on “Industrial Relations and the University”. In addition, there were papers and talks on day-to-day aspects of industrial relations and personnel by speakers representing business and unions, and on social security issues by academics from the University of Toronto and McGill University. The Hon. C.D. Howe, Minister of Transport, addressed a luncheon meeting on the subject “The Relations of Business and Government in Canada”.

Those attending the conference were mainly senior industrial relations and personnel managers from large companies in Canada and the United States though there was more than a sprinkling of representatives from government, universities and other educational institutions. Recently appointed Principal R.C. Wallace officially welcomed the participants and also chaired the dinner meeting at which Hicks spoke.

This first conference was so well received, Clare Fraser later reported, that plans for a 1937 conference developed almost spontaneously. “At this point, at the suggestion of the executives of the two associations, Queen’s, through Dr. Mackintosh, took over the leadership.”

Early in November 1936, Mackintosh and Wallace met with Stewart and Clark to discuss the feasibility of establishing an Industrial Relations Section at Queen’s. We can only presume what the scope of the discussion was but from Mackintosh’s written follow-up to Wallace on November 13 it appears that it probably covered questions of what the work of a Section would be, how it would be financed, and what the personnel and financial requirements were. It is evident, too, that Mackintosh was advised to first get the approval of other members of the Department of Commerce and Administration.

Mackintosh reported back that he had taken up the question with the other members of the Department and that “it was unanimously agreed that the work of the Department would be greatly strengthened at a vital point by the establishment of such a Section, and that a valuable service could be rendered by the University to Industry”. He went on to outline tentatively what the work of such a Section would be:

1 part-time teaching in the Commerce and Arts courses;
2 investigation and research in industrial relations problems;
3 dissemination of information and analyses to those who were actually engaged in the work of industrial relations;
4 at a later stage, and probably not initially extra-mural instruction for those who were working in the field; and
5 the continuation and extension of the Conference work which we began here successfully last September.

As Mackintosh saw it, the requirements for setting up a Section would include a full-time man of senior rank, a research librarian, a stenographer-research worker, library, office and travel expenses, and increased office accommodation (in words that would be repeated over the years, “our present space in the Commerce Building is completely filled up”). He estimated an annual budget of approximately $10,000 - about $100,000 in today’s terms.

Mackintosh concluded by recommending to the Principal that “a resolution be presented to the proper University authority, endorsing the establishment of a Chair in Industrial Relations, and the organization of an Industrial Relations Section in the combined Departments of Political and Economic Science, and Commerce and Administration”. Recognizing that at a time when the university was facing severe financial pressures it would be unlikely to approve any plan that involved new expenditures, he added that “the actual establishment should be made contingent on the financial outlay being provided from some other source than the general University budget”.

5
Appended to his letter was a list of individuals and firms mentioned as possible contributors to a five-year industrial relations program.

A resolution similar to that proposed by Mackintosh was quickly presented to the University Senate and the Executive of the Board of Trustees. What was approved, however, was a watered-down version of Mackintosh’s proposal. As Wallace explained in a letter to Hicks, December 8, 1936, “The plan was left designedly somewhat open and tentative, the opinion being expressed that it is better to begin in a smaller way and build up through the work itself to a larger scheme.... To some of the Trustees it seemed that, if, to begin with, a young man could be obtained in a junior position, who is able and relatively experienced in this field, and who could give part of his time to lecture courses and part to close relationships with the industrial relations work in the industries in Canada, this would build up to a larger program as time went on.” He added that, with this approach, the cost might not even behalf the estimated $10,000. Going on to the purpose of the letter, he asked if Hicks “might be willing to give us a little time to explore the matter with some of the Corporations in Canada who might see the value in this work being initiated here”, extending an invitation to him to come to Canada as the guest of the University to discuss the matter with them and also to interview some of the Corporations with offices in Toronto and Montreal.

In a rather lengthy reply, Hicks expressed the view that the suggestion made by Trustees “would simply mean a revision of the present program of labor instruction at Queen’s, which revision would be in line with what is being undertaken by a large number of universities throughout North America”. He contrasted that approach with what was being done at Princeton, Ann Arbor and Stanford, where industrial relations sections were centres of information and influence not only as to their own students but as to a large number of employers and employees and labour organizations. Unless Queen’s felt that there was a need for this larger development, which could be expected to cost at least $9-10,000 a year, “you could hardly expect to enlist the cooperation or financial backing of industrial or corporation leaders”. If this larger development were not needed, he added, “you could probably secure the $5,000 or less from among the regular supporters of the University”.

Wallace undoubtedly recognized that he was faced with an all-or-nothing choice, for if it would be unwise to approach corporations and industrial leaders to provide financial support for anything less than a Section, it would be unrealistic to think that $5,000 could be allocated from university appeal funds to finance a lesser project, there were too many other claims on that money. He wrote back to Hicks, saying: “I have the feeling ... that the way would be open fully to go forward on the basis which you suggest if the money can be obtained. The only real condition which the Trustees made was that the work be financed outside the ordinary funds available in the University.” Hicks could assume, he said, that the university would be prepared to go forward for five years on the basis of a plan such as that which he had suggested.

Assured that Queen’s was serious about establishing an Industrial Relations Section, Hicks wrote to Wallace on December 28, 1936, informing him that he had already discussed the matter with representatives of three different companies, who were ready to recommend their fair proportion of support, and that between then and the end of March he expected to correspond with or interview representatives of several other companies, “with the idea of taking a week or two about April 1 to follow through with these corporations and get their support in definite form”.

Hicks made his promised visit in April, securing promises of support from several corporations in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.
And in the meantime, the Board of Trustees gave its approval to the proposal that it had earlier sought to modify, simultaneously raising the status of the Department of Commerce and Administration to that of a School, with Mackintosh as head. The plan to establish an Industrial Relations Section, within that School, was now well under way.

It was Wallace’s task to follow up on the pledges that Hicks had obtained, which he was able to do in some cases by letter but in others only after visits to corporations to personally collect signed promises. Letters also went out under the Principal’s signature to other likely prospects though with mixed response, some balking at the amount requested (a figure of $500 a year for five years was suggested), or stating that the request should more appropriately go to the industry rather than to one corporation, or that they had already made contributions to Queen’s and other universities etc.

It helped to have James Richardson in the wings. Richardson’s own firm contributed $1,000 to the cause. But apart from that, he could write letters that Wallace could not, like the letter to International Nickel Company president Robert Stanley, in which he not only outlined the work of the planned Section but gave Wallace a glowing reference, with a personal touch added (“Your big fish came through promptly in beautiful condition and was devoured by my family with great satisfaction.”). The response was a $1,500 pledge, subject only to the willingness of the Principal to drive to Sudbury to pick it up.

Richardson’s influence, however, went only so far. He struck out in his approach to General Motors of Canada president R.S. McLaughlin (later a generous benefactor of Queen’s). As he explained to Wallace, he states they had a very happy family in Oshawa which was working out very nicely in the interests of all concerned, but it was badly upset by the C.I.O. last winter, and they are now endeavouring to restore again the relationship which used to exist between the company and the men.

He has talked over the contents of my letter with some of his colleagues and they have come to the conclusion that they would not wish to make a contribution or associate themselves with the work contemplated at Queen’s, and in coming to this conclusion he referred to the work of the college economists who had been associated with President Roosevelt.

By mid-August, Mackintosh was able to report to Wallace that the total amount now pledged was $11,100. That represented contributions from 14 companies in amounts ranging from $500 to $1,500. Another two came in shortly after, bringing the total to $11,850. That was a good way short of the $15,000 that Hicks now felt would be necessary to provide an adequate budget and only a small part of it was guaranteed for five years. But it was enough to ensure that the Section could survive for the first year.

---

**Original Contributors to the Establishment of the Queen’s Industrial Relations Section**

| Bell Telephone & Northern Electric | Canadian National Railways |
| Canada Cement | Canadian Pacific Railways |
| Canada Packers | Canadian Westinghouse Co. |
| Canadian General Electric Co. | Imperial Oil Company |
| Canadian Industries Limited | Imperial Tobacco Co. |
| | International Nickel Company |
| | Moore Corporation |
| | Plymouth Cordage Co. (Welland) |
| | Jas. Richardson & Sons Limited |
| | Shawinigan Water & Power Company |
| | Sun Life Company |
Though he was to be referred to in later years as “Mr. Industrial Relations” James C. (Jim) Cameron was a relatively unknown figure in the field when he was appointed Head of the Industrial Relations Section at Queen’s in 1937. His credentials, as outlined by Mackintosh in the published proceedings of the Second Industrial Relations Conference at Queen’s in September 1937, were that he had had “experience as a factory worker, a student of economics and commerce, for four years as a research assistant, and for four years as Economist for Canada Packers Ltd.,devoting much of his time to industrial relations”. Then 42, Cameron was probably somewhere between the “man of senior rank” whom Mackintosh had stated as a requirement and “able and relatively experienced” junior whom the Trustees had initially suggested as appropriate for the position.

Cameron was not the first person thought of during the search for a Section Head. That, not surprisingly, was Bryce Stewart. However, after discussing the matter in New York with Clifford Clark, Stewart wrote to Mackintosh regretfully declining the opportunity. “As I ponder this job,” he said, “it seems somewhat outside the professor classification. The man will have to be on the job twelve months in the year except for a few weeks’ vacation and he will have to do considerable traveling. There will be relatively little opportunity to enjoy the quiet shade of the professor’s life.” Cameron (and his successor) undoubtedly came to that same conclusion. But Cameron took on the job with enthusiasm, launching himself into the task of building up the new Section.

The challenge that faced him was a large one, first because of the wide scope of the industrial relations field as it was seen by Queen’s, and secondly because of the many responsibilities with which the Section was charged. One can add to that the fact that it was virtually a one-person job—the rest of the staff consisted of a research assistant, a stenographer and a part-time office assistant.

The term “industrial relations” was not defined in any of the Section’s documents but it is obvious from the range of topics covered in conferences and publications that it was construed in the same broad way as it was by Hicks. As Hicks defined it, “industrial relations” included the development and administration of policy on all matters connected with or growing out of the employment relationship which concern employees and the various levels of management. More specifically, according to the definition that he prepared for Scribner’s Dictionary of American History.
The planned activities of the Section potentially covered all of the above areas. As explained in an early announcement, there were five primary activities. These were:

The development of a comprehensive information centre for industrial relations material. The library of the Section, which would be a subdivision of the University library, would contain few textbooks. Rather, the emphasis would be upon company and trade union pamphlets, magazines, collective agreements, as well as material “touching upon every aspect of activity with which the Dominion and Provincial Governments are concerned”.

The preparation of reports on subjects of immediate and vital interest in the field of industrial relations. Material for these reports would be obtained by means of correspondence and interviews with informed persons in the field.

The preparation of specific reports in response to inquiries directed to the Section by interested persons throughout the country. In addition to the more formal reports mentioned above, the Section would answer inquiries for specific information on company and trade union progress and recent legislation.

The holding of conferences of industrial relations executives, industrial relations men, government and labour officials and university men. The conferences held in each of the previous two years, the announcement said, had convinced the university that it had an important function to perform in this field. It was planned to develop conferences still more useful in program and composition.

Instruction in the Faculty of Applied Science and in the School of Commerce and Administration. This would largely be confined to keeping students in touch with the problems in the field in an effort to provide understanding of the implications of various plans and proposals. There was “no thought of trying to turn out industrial relations experts”.

This was a rather ambitious program for a small Section but in his report to the University for the year ended June 30, 1938, covering the first nine months of the Section’s operation, Cameron was able to document accomplishments on nearly all fronts (the exception was conferences—the next annual conference was scheduled for September 1938). The summary of activities included the following:

1. Visits to Meetings of Employers’ Associations, to Cooperating companies, to Trade Union Offices, etc. Between October 1937 and June 1938, the Head of the Section visited numerous persons and sought their interest and cooperation. “Invariably he received a cordial reception.”

2. Clearinghouse Activities. Companies and other interested parties could secure from the Section compilations of the experience of other companies contributing information. “Practically any problem coming within the scope of industrial relations (company practice, labour legislation, trade union activities, etc.) may now be submitted to the Section with a fair expectation of receiving a prompt and comprehensive answer.”

3. Correspondence Some 2,000 questionnaires, circulars and letters were sent out by the Section during this period.
4 Direct Service to Industry and to the General Public

The Section had answered 65 requests for information and material from employers, labour officials, students and private research organizations, provincial government departments and individuals. Some of the subjects on which information was sought were profit sharing, employee bonuses, dealing with organized labour, pension plans, group insurance, employee representation plans, wages and hours of employees in Ontario and Quebec, workmen’s compensation legislation and employment of women in industry.

5 Formal Studies

Two publications were to be released in July 1938. These were “Industrial Retirement Plans in Canada”—a survey of 120 retirement plans in actual operation in Canada, and a discussion of the principles to be considered, and “The Right to Organize—Recent Canadian Legislation”—a survey of provincial legislation respecting the right to organize.

6 Education

In addition to lectures to students, Cameron reported that he had given seven addresses to Personnel Associations and other groups on the work of the Section or on specific problems, a radio address on the work of the Section, and had written five articles about the Section for magazines and periodicals. Mention was also made of two addresses given by Trade Union Leaders to the student body.

During this first year in particular, there was little opportunity for Cameron to enjoy the “quiet shade” of university life. It was a period of intense activity, with extra pressure put on him by the fact that only three of the 16 corporations that had given financial support to the Section had guaranteed their contributions for five years—the others were to be solicited annually and presumably would be assessing what had been accomplished. If renewals were an independent measure of success, Cameron came through the first year with flying colours for all of the contributors agreed to continue their subscriptions, though the total amount was down slightly since one company reduced its contribution because it was the only one in the industry assisting.

The work load did not get any lighter. The 1939 Report noted that the Section was steadily accumulating information, its staff gradually developing experience, and its services being used by an increasing number of people. Over 700 companies and many labour unions were contributing information to the clearinghouse, which was being used to answer requests, prepare research studies, and train students. As well as directing all of this, Cameron had been busy too with teaching responsibilities, addresses to outside groups, and the preparation of “articles dealing with various phases of Industrial Relations ... for several journals and periodicals”.

The 1939 Report also described a new undertaking by the Section—a Short Course in Industrial Relations, of particular interest because it was to become a continuing activity through the years. The course as a five-day affair, held late May to early June, and was aimed at plant superintendents and lower line managers as well as people who were relatively junior in the industrial relations field. Among the speakers were Bryce Stewart, on “Organization of Industrial Relations in Large and Small Companies”, and Professor Jacob Finkelman, University of Toronto, on “The Law and Labour Relations in Ontario”. Other topics covered were Selection, Placement and Training; Wages and Wage Differentials; Group Relations; and Public Relations.

A few points from a report written by one of the 25 participants attending this first course gives a bit of the flavour of the proceedings as well as some insight into the Section, in particular its willingness to provide every assistance to participants. There were not many conferences and seminars at Queen’s back then and those attending them were not accommodated in university residences. Thus, “we arrived in Kingston early Sunday evening and spent some time looking up
our boarding houses,” the reporter began. On Monday morning, following introductions and a discussion about the scope of the field and its importance, “the class proceeded to the Industrial Relations Section and were there introduced to the various members of Mr. Cameron’s staff. Miss Wilson, the librarian ... proceeded to give us a general idea of the books she had in her Library, all of which were available during our stay in Kingston.” Miss Wilson, he added, “certainly knows her work and without the slightest hesitation can either give one a direct answer or produce a reference from one of her books on practically any question submitted to her.”

Before concluding the morning session, Cameron explained to the group that the Section had “an unlimited supply of information” on industrial relations, all of which would be available during their stay. He added that “after we returned to our respective homes we were at liberty at any time to write him in regard to our particular problems and told us that if it was in his power to supply the information desired, he would see that it was sent along to us and such information would be furnished without charge.” It is small wonder that Cameron and his staff were overworked!

The remainder of the account consists of a detailed summary of the proceedings, which ran in three-hour sessions, three sessions a day, ending about 10.30 or 11 p.m. A good part of the time was spent in group discussions and in question periods “which seemed to be the most beneficial part of the whole program. One question led to many others and there was always a lot of discussion and information forthcoming.” Cameron’s own assessment of the experiment was that it was successful and in his annual Report he stated that it would be repeated the following year “if industry feels such instruction serves a useful purpose”. In one form or another, it was repeated many times.

The outbreak of war brought changes in the work of the Section. The annual conference which had been scheduled for September 1939 was cancelled but one was held the following April. Whereas at the early conferences (1937-38 particularly) the interest lay in such matters as “Interviewing the Worker”, “Training the Worker”, “Paying the Worker”, “Job Evaluation Methods”, and “Welfare Plans”, the conferences held in 1940 and 1941 placed more emphasis on long-run questions of economic and public policy. Topics for discussion included “Labour Supply and National Defence”, “Dealing with Organized Labour”, “The Nature, Meaning and Consequences of Inflation”, “Wage Policy during the War”, and “Machinery for the Prevention and Settlement of Industrial Disputes”.

The formal annual conference was not held in 1942, and, in fact, would not be held again for many years. As Cameron said at the time, “Conferences [for the time being] seemed inappropriate. There was a crying need for professional training and we attempted to meet it”. The professional training

**Special Conferences/Seminars**
**Sponsored by the Industrial Relations Section, 1936–60**

- **Industrial Relations**, held annually 1936–41

- **Special Wartime Seminars for Government Employees**, June, August, October, November and December 1942

- **21st Anniversary Conference**, June 1958

- **People and Production** (an annual one-week conference for practitioners), 1936–60

- **Managing People** (periodic evening seminar held in Kingston, Brockville and Belleville for practitioners), 1937–60
time included the one-week short course and, in 1942, a four-week course in “Personnel Administration for War Industries”, sponsored by the federal Department of Labour and designed for persons who were about to enter or had recently entered the personnel field.

Bryce Stewart, on leave from IRC as Deputy Minister of the federal Department of Labour, prevailed upon the University to release Cameron for four months during the winter of 1940-41 to serve as executive assistant to the Interdepartmental Committee on Labour Coordination. Cameron also began to find himself called upon to act as Chairman of Conciliation Boards. In the meantime, the regular clearinghouse and research work of the Section continued—a lengthy study on The Economic Welfare of Canadian Employees was published in 1940, a report on The Wartime Wage Policy of the Dominion Government in 1941, and a report on Trade Union Agreements in Canadian Industry in 1942. These were supplemented by periodic newsletters on wage changes, legislative developments, and other matters of current interest.

Other factors added to the demands on Cameron’s time and that of the Section’s staff. One of these was a new approach to the financing of the Section’s work. The companies that had promised financial support in 1937 had continued their contributions but no effort had been made to broaden this base because, as Cameron reported in 1942, “it was confidently expected that at the end of five years the University would be able to support the work out of its own resources”. The war, however, had disturbed these plans, university revenue was constantly decreasing, and it was therefore necessary for the Section to continue to secure all its funds from outside the University. It was decided to try to raise the minimum amount required to finance the Section through a total of $5,000 in annual contributions from large contributors and another $7,000 through supporting memberships of $100 or more per year. This approach was successful, almost too successful, for at the end of 1942 Cameron was writing to Wallace informing him that the Section now had 100 subscribers instead of 17 “and they are making demands, not because they are subscribers but because they have recently realized that we can be helpful to them. The confidence slowly built up through five years of contacts, both personal and written, is snowballing and resulting in requests from far and wide, from governments and organizations as well as from business firms.” The last straw on the overloaded back of the Section, he noted, was the current interest in collective bargaining in anticipation of both Ontario and federal legislation. Said Cameron, “The Section must be put in a position to cope with the vastly increased demands for its services if it is to maintain the goodwill which is essential to its continued existence.”

Cameron’s demands were modest—a trained librarian (to replace the invaluable Miss Wilson, who had left) and a good secretary-stenographer. Both requests were met but these holes were no sooner filled than another appeared—the resignation of Cameron’s research assistant, Dorothy Wright. Cameron sought help from within the university. He wrote to Wallace in June 1943 with a suggestion to offer. “Mr. C.H. Curtis, who is doing part of Dr. Mackintosh’s work, might have some spare time between July 1st and the end of the academic year. If he has, could I make an arrangement with him to give me as much of it as possible in the Section? By the end of the next academic year I would then be in a position to judge whether Curtis was good enough for me and he, on the other hand, would know whether he wanted to devote his time to industrial relations.”

As it turned out, Curtis was good enough for Cameron and Curtis was interested in working in industrial relations. In fact, he was to spend the next 30-odd years at Queen’s, developing a distinguished reputation in the field of grievance arbitration.

In 1944, the Industrial Relations Section
became the Department of Industrial Relations. The change could be considered an elevation in the status of Cameron’s group and it meant that faculty appointments could be made in the Department. It does not appear to have been made, however, for administrative or organizational reasons, but rather as a tribute to Cameron. As noted in the minutes of the Board of Trustees: “The Principal, Chairman and others spoke of the high regard in which Professor Cameron is held by both Industry and Labour. The Principal said that many subscriptions were made in appreciation of Professor Cameron’s work as Head of the Industrial Relations Section. The suggestion was made that it might be regarded as an independent Department in order to make possible the payment to Professor Cameron of the salary of a Head of Department. The Principal stated that at the next meeting he would bring in a recommendation in his Staff Report.”

In 1945, a one-year diploma course was introduced by the Department to meet a demand from veterans for training in industrial relations. Some 29 students were enrolled that year. A few of them had university degrees, most held commissions in the armed forces. Although the program was introduced to meet what was believed at the time to be a temporary need, it was found that once started it could not easily be discontinued. Employers saw it as a valuable training for juniors entering into labour relations and personnel, many university graduates regarded it as the gateway to employment in

*Professional Course in Industrial Relations, first graduating class, 1945–46*
Students of the Industrial Relations Diploma Course, 1945–60

Gordon James Abercrombie
 Alec G.A. Adams
 Edmund Ward Airey
 James Allan Gray Alexander
 Hugh Gordon Allan
 John Edward Allan
 Barclay Harsh Anderson
 A.S. Andrejicka
 John Murray Armstrong
 Donald E. Ashdown
 Ian Herbert Ashford
 C.D. Athanaskos
 James Wilson Atto
 James William Badlwin
 George Arthur Ball
 Paul Joseph Barry
 Nicholas J. Belak
 Lilian M. Bell
 John Penman Bennett
 Robert Wallace Best
 Sydney James Bibby
 Jessie May Bishop
 James C. Blackhall
 Margaret A.T.T. Blessé
 John Jamesen Bond
 Edward John Brady
 John Gergus Braithwaite
 William L. Broad
 Louis Douglas Bruce
 Ronald Campbell Bryce
 Ralph Scoffield Bunting
 David Burge
 Robert Mark Burleigh
 John William Burrows
 Edwin Charles Burt
 Paul T. Burwell
 David Raymond Byers
 John Francis Bygott
 Donald Arthur Cameron
 Gordon H. Cameron
 Archie Keith Campbell
 Ian Cadogan Campbell
 John Godwin Chance
 William Neil Chappell
 Ross McKay Charlton
 Doublas Gerald Charron
 Walter D. Chmara
 William Alexander Church
 Donald Patrick Clancy
 William G. Clark
 J.M. Clemens
 Robert Jeffery Clements
 Ronald Ian Clemett
 Robert James Clifford
 D’Arcy Coffey
 William Joseph Coke
 William Edward Colcock
 W.E.R. Collins
 Edward John Colmins
 Marjorie Helen Cooper
 Alexander Boyce Corbett
 Charles William Couch
 John Joseph Cowan
 Earl W.R. Cramm
 A.J. Cregan
 Elmer Douglas Creighton
 Edward Cross
 Joseph Hedley Cross
 Elizabeth Leona Dalton
 James Leslie Dean
 Albert Joseph DiFrancesco
 Allan Charles Dibblee
 Robert Steele Diggon
 Richard W. Dodds
 John Albert Donaldson
 Ian James Downey
 Phillip Devon Drouillard
 John C. Duff
 John Victor Duncanson
 Douglas Brock Dunn
 Margot Dunn
 David W.H. Dunton
 William Walter Dudley
 John James Dutton
 F. Earlty
 Douglas B. Eddy
 Robert Ewing
 Eleanor Christine Fairley
 P.F. Fancly
 David Matthew Farrell
 Gordon Feron
 Herbert K. Fiddes
 Richard Dudley Field
 Henry A.T. Fleming
 Lloyd Rydal Fleming
 Donald Webster Foley
 John E. Forrester
 Steward Lovell Francis
 Gordon Lackie
 Wolfstan Fraser
 Robert Joseph Gallivan
 Robert S.K. Gibson
 William Gibson
 Angus Michael Gillies
 William Ross Green
 Charles Kenneth Greenman
 Harvey E. Gunn
 David A. Hagarty
 John D. Hagerman
 Donald William Hall
 J.C. Halloran
 Kenneth Low Hamilton
 Malcolm Smith Mercer Hamilton
 Douglas Cameron Harder
 Roland Frank Harrison
 Martin William Hawley
 Gordon Hayward
 Michael John Heney
 Ernest Floyd Lake Henry
 Stanley L. Henry
 Catherine Higgins
 Marjorie A. Hills
 Donald P. Hinton
 Eric Reginald Hoare
 Douglas Edward Hodgson
 Douglas W. Hogg
 Donald Edward Holland
 Howards Hollands
 J. Murray Holmes
 James Alexander Holmes
 Chester Morris Hooper
 Robert Leslie Hope
 Donald E. Houck
 Leo Waldo Howes
 G.G. Howett
 Albert John Michael Humphries
 Jess Wilberforce Humphries
 Willis M. Hunt
 Albert John Hunter
 John A. Hunter
 Bruce O’Neil Hyland
 Mary G. Keir
 Wilfred Peter Kelly
 Allan C. Kennedy
 Clarence Gordon Kennedy
 William C. Kent
 Ian Archibald Kincaid
 Al Kochman
 Barbara Anne Konans
 Gerard Denis Larmer
 Mauricie Lavigne
 William R. Lemmon
 Jasmin Leopold
 Margaret Isabel Sanders Light
 Agnes Grace Little
 Robert K. Little
 Albert Vaughan Lonway
 James Albert Lucas
 John W. Lyche
 John Alexander Maccauly
 Joan E. Macdaold
 John Howard Macdaold
 Lt. Bernard Edward MacDonald
 William Henry MacDonald
 Donald George MacEachern
 Donald Alan MacGillivray
 Bruce M. MacGregor
 Douglas Clyde MacLean
 Murray Margeson MacNeily
 Allan Gordon Magee
 William H.C. March
 Edward Clayton Matheson
 Glen Romsay Maxwell
 Harry McBride
 Joseph C. McCarthy
 G. Chester McClure
 Ramsay McDonald
 William G. McDougall
 John McFarlane
 Owen John Lawrence McGlyn
 Gerald William McKendry
 Robert Alexander McLaren
 Norman A. McLean
 Reginald McPhee
 Paul E. McRae
 Elizabeth McTavish
 Julian Casimir Michalski
 William C. Millar
 George Jacobs Milley
 Cecil Arthur Milligan
 William O. Millick
 Humphrey Frederick Mitchell
 Howard M. Monette
 Douglas Cameron Montrose
 James Clarke Moon
 Gordon Edward Morrescey
 Ian Morris
 Bennett A. Morton
 William Wallace Muir
 Donald Graham Munro
 Thomas Edward Murphy
 Donald C. Murray
 Frederick William Murray
 George Joseph Murray
 Kenneth Joseph Murray
 Peter Knox Mutcher
 J.R. Nadeau
 Stephen R. Naisby
 William Fred Nelson
 Arthur R. Neufeld
 Slade Clemente Nix
 F.R. Nogas
 Patrick Lucien Nourry
 Emburgh Bernard O’Brien
 Thomas Charles O’Connor
 Duane Nelson Orr
 Sheila M. Orr
 A. Ronald Parkinson
 Gordon Ryerson Pattison
 Hugh Peters
 Joseph Wallace Pipes
 John Milton Platt
 William Wallace Powell
 Kenneth W. Preston
 Thomas Mervyn Prichard
 Collin Patrick Quinn
 Richard A. Quirk
 James John Ranson
 G.V. Krishna Rao
 Frederick Donald Reid
 John Arthur Riddle
 William John Ridge
 Roy Percival Ring
 Pierre Roberge
 Donald George Robertson
 James Stewart Robertson
 W.E. Rogers
 Claude M. Root
 Herbert A. Rowinski
 Charles P. Ryan
 George Fletcher Salton
 John F. Sanders
 John Nelson Arthur Sanderson
 Norman Bevan Satterfield
 Ruth Saunders
 Donna Mae Scott
 H.E. Sears
 D.P. Sexsmith
 Bruce E. Sharp
 James Hamilton Stephens
 John Kenneth Stephenson
 Robert Henry Lyle Steward
 William Howard Storey
 Adam Stowinski
 J.H. Stringer
 William Benjamin Studak
 John Brydges Sutton
 Arthur Howard Todd
 William Wallace Towill
 Raymond Charles Trewin
 Charles Umpherson
 Thomas Edward Unsworth
 M. Vasil
 John Stuart Grant Vaudry
 Donald George Veale
 J.M. Vice
 Dalton M. Wallace
 William harold Wallace
 George Donald Edward Warner
 Arthur Thomas Warren
 Ian Christopher Watson
 James McNaughton Vaugh
 Eleanor Grace Webb
 David Williams Welch
 Kenney Ormon Weldon
 Paul Batenman Welsh
 Howard H. Wickett
 Owen Ross Wigg
 William David Williams
 H.L. Willis
 David Thomas Wilson
 Frank Wilson
 Walter Wilson
 John Best Windsor
 Charles R. Worthen
 Mortimer William Wright
 Melvin Edward Young
 William Alexander Yule
industrial relations work. The program continued, though restricted from 1949 on to a maximum of 20 persons.

The diploma program provided a professional training to many who went on to hold senior positions in industrial relations in Canada. The curriculum included courses in Personnel Administration; Labour Law and Collective Bargaining; Labour Problems; Employee Testing; Politics; Social Security; and Special Studies. Students whose undergraduate courses had not covered economics or psychology were generally required to enroll in a further course covering the principles of economics or industrial psychology.

Cameron and Curtis were still the only professors in the Industrial Relations Department and though they were assisted by other faculty at Queen’s and by practitioners in the field the diploma program meant that much more time had to be given to teaching activities. The inevitable result was a deemphasis of other activities. During the decade following the end of the war the Department held very few short courses and conferences, its publishing activities fell off, and its clearinghouse function was virtually phased out. Some of these changes, the latter in particular, could be attributed to the growth or expanded activity of other organizations. For example, the federal Department of Labour was now periodically publishing summary collective agreement information based on much more data than the Department could hope to get—or analyze—and organizations such as the Central Ontario Industrial Relations Institute, the Niagara Industrial Relations Institute, and the Quebec Industrial Relations Institute (all of which the Department had helped to form) were providing the kind of assistance to employers, in more specialized form, that the Industrial Relations Section had once provided. By the mid-1950s, the primary function of the Department had become the teaching of industrial relations.

The problem with having nearly all its eggs in one basket was that the basket was shrinking. In 1954-55 there were only eight students enrolled in the diploma program. The number went up to 17 the following year but that was still short of the number the Department was prepared to take. Either the demand for graduates was drying up or those interested in careers in the field were approaching it through different routes. Within the university, questions began to be raised about the future direction of the Department.

The industrial relations program at Queen’s was reviewed in 1956 by a group of practitioners in the field. Among the recommendations of this Committee were the following:

1 The Department should not attempt to gather and keep up-to-date all material available on policies, programs and experience. The aim ought rather to be to maintain a small first-class library for use of students and staff.

2 Members of the Department should keep in close touch with industry and labour, e.g. through chairing boards of conciliation and arbitration, through visits to outside organizations, through a meeting with trade union research directors.

3 The Department should not attempt to hold large annual conferences. Rather it should hold seminars and study groups for junior and senior people from industry.

4 The Department should resume publication of reports on subjects of immediate and vital interest. (Examples given included “The Effects of Collective Bargaining on the Economy”, “Trends in Collective Bargaining Legislation”, and “Contracting Out”.)

5 The Department should drop the one-year diploma course and instead give a master’s degree on successful completion of a two-year post-graduate course.

Cameron was in agreement with most of these recommendations, the one exception being the proposal to drop the diploma program and introduce a master’s degree. “It would be a mistake,” he said, “to embark on
such an ambitious scheme while our resources (both human and material) are so limited.” On that point he had the support of Mackintosh, now Principal, though for different reasons. In Mackintosh’s view, “particular care must be taken to avoid the creation of self-contained, watertight courses. Experience elsewhere shows that the latter type of instruction can lead to separation from highly important fields of related knowledge, particularly economics.” That statement, of course, could also be taken to apply to the diploma program, but Mackintosh had no immediate plans to discontinue that.

One very early result of the program review was the appointment of an additional member of the Department to assist with teaching responsibilities and to devote the rest of his time to the preparation of reports. The newcomer was F.J.L. (John) Young, a graduate of St. Andrews and Queen’s who had some experience in industry. Between them, Cameron, Curtis and Young published a number of reports over the next three or four years, including studies on labour legislation, arbitration procedures, private pension plans, and supplemental unemployment benefit plans.

Cameron was getting close to retirement age—he would be 65 in 1960—and the internal questions about the future of the Department had not been put to rest by the recommendations of the external review committee. Mackintosh might have been hinting at possible changes when he spoke at the Department’s 21st anniversary conference in 1958 and talked in only general terms about the Department’s plans for the future, noting that “undoubtedly there will be changes in emphasis from time to time”. However, he left it to an internal committee to review the status of the Department, which it did early in 1960. The outcome of that was a decision to replace the Department of Industrial Relations with an Industrial Relations Centre.

Jim Cameron retired in the summer of 1960, having established a reputation for Queen’s throughout Canada in the field of industrial relations. His lasting contributions were recognized in 1973 when he was awarded an honorary LLD degree by the University. The citation read:

JAMES CARRUTHERS CAMERON

Scottish by birth, Canadian, Kingstonian, and Queen’sman by adoption, pioneer practitioner and teacher in Canadian industrial relations; founder and head of the first University Industrial Relations Department in Canada at Queen’s; as much at home in the world of affairs as in the classroom; his perseverance over twenty-three years as stimulating teacher, productive researcher and writer, wise counsellor of governments, effective arbitrator and conciliator, left an indelible imprint on the field of industrial relations throughout this country. His genuine idealism and concern for the dignity of man, coupled with a tough practicality, persuasive gentleness and pawky humour, have won him the lasting respect and friendship of over three hundred graduates of the Industrial Relations Professional Diploma Course and of his other undergraduate and graduate students, many now holding senior positions in Canada and abroad. For those who have studied or worked with him—and remember his insistence on labour being spelled with an “o-u-r”—he remains Canada’s “Mr. Industrial Relations”.
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The decision to eliminate the Department of Industrial Relations was “not adverse reflection on the work that Cameron and his colleagues had done but a result of the recognition that educational needs were changing. The diploma program had served a valuable purpose but it had outlived its usefulness. Not only was enrolment low, the University undoubtedly had taken note of the interest shown by the Federation of Canadian Personnel Associations and the Personnel Association of Toronto in developing their own professional training programs. Perhaps more important, Queen’s was in the process of expanding programs and courses offered in related disciplines—a Law School had been recently established, the Department of Economics now had a PhD program, and the School of Business (formerly the School of Commerce and Administration) introduced an MBA program in 1960. Together, these programs offered new opportunities to graduates who wished to work in the industrial relations field and they required specialized teaching expertise fitting the needs of the Department or Schools within which the programs were offered.

The establishment of the Industrial Relations Centre as a nonteaching unit within the University meant reassignments of personnel. Connie Curtis was no longer a professor of industrial relations but a professor within the School of Business. John Young became a professor in the Department of Economics. The librarian and secretary of the former Department became the only full-time staff of the new Centre which was to be headed by a newly hired Director, Dr. W. Donald Wood. Wood was simultaneously appointed Associate Professor of Economics. The Centre, however, was not to be a section of the Economics Department but an independent unit, reporting directly to the Principal.

W. Donald Wood

W. Donald (Don) Wood was a graduate of Queen’s and McMaster Universities who had gone on to do a PhD in economics at Princeton, where he was influenced by people such as J. Douglas Brown and Richard Lester. Following his graduation from Princeton, he became head of the Research Division of the Employee Relations Department at Imperial Oil Ltd., which provided him with a practical experience that was to serve him well. But his interests went beyond day-to-day industrial relations problems. He had written his PhD thesis on white-collar unionism which had given him an appreciation of the important economic and demographic and other factors shaping the industrial relations field. That, indeed, was to become a theme of his work over the years. He could see the wide canvas of the field, “paint with
a broad brush”, and make it clear where there were important points of detail to be filled in. It was an approach and a talent that was invaluable in directing a multidisciplinary type of unit which had to concern itself with both academic and practitioner issues.

As Wood saw it, the functions of the Centre were fourfold. These were:

1. research—with an emphasis on ideas, interpretation of concepts, and questions of policy, public and private, rather than the detailed collection of statistics concerning prevailing practices;
2. the conducting of conferences and seminars which, as he saw it originally, would consist of selective programs dealing with important topics of the day;
3. policy-oriented relationships with industry, government and labour, a function that implied presentation of speeches and papers at conferences and conventions, as well as other constructive contacts; and
4. the operation of a specialized industrial relations library—“an indispensable tool for research, for graduate and undergraduate instruction, the conference program and for relationships with industry, labour and government”.

The new Director applied himself energetically to all of these tasks. Within three years of taking over he had established a new series of publications. He had conducted research studies for the Senate Manpower Committee and the Royal Commission on Government Organization. He had written articles and presented papers. And he had held two major conferences for senior managers—one on “Forward Manpower Planning—the Industrial Relations Challenge of the 1960s”, at which the various manpower issues facing the nation were discussed, and another on “Industrial Relations Aspects of Productivity”. In addition, he had resurrected the former “short course” as an annual spring seminar, and run special seminars for managers in Eastern Ontario and for the construction industry. During this period, Wood also reorganized the library along the lines of similar special libraries at US industrial relations centres, and considerably expanded the Centre’s mailing list, which was important in order to promote awareness of the Centre’s activities.

Connie Curtis and John Young contributed to the Centre’s research activities during these early years. Curtis was working on studies of Labour Arbitration and The Enforcement of the Collective Agreement, both of which were later published by the Centre. Young authored a book on the Contracting Out of Work—one of the subjects recommended for research by the 1956 Review Committee—and also published a shorter report on Adjustments to Technological Change. Curtis, however, with responsibilities in the School of Business, was not actively involved in the day-to-day work of the Centre and John Young resigned in 1963 to move to New Zealand (where he would later become Director of the Industrial Relations Centre at the University of Wellington). Wood found himself in essentially the same position, therefore, that Cameron had been in during most of his career at Queen’s—overworked and understaffed.

One small advantage that he had over his predecessor was that he did not have to finance all of the Centre’s activities from outside sources—as a Professor of Economics his salary at least was paid by the University. Nevertheless, the Centre did have to finance independently the salaries of support staff as well as library acquisitions, equipment, and publication costs. While some of the long-time contributors continued to make annual donations, Wood recognized that the ability of the Centre to meet its goals was dependent on his ability to hire more staff and that was dependent on his ability to raise funds.

The Director had definite views about how funds should and should not be raised. He was opposed in principle to the idea of contract research or other “custom” work for clients. What he wanted was a broad base of financing which would ensure the Centre’s
independence and enable it to pursue its primary functions. As he saw it, that would include research grants, income from sales of publications and annual subscriptions, and revenue from conferences and seminars.

Conferences and seminars quickly became the primary source of funds. From the beginning, it was evident that Don Wood had a unique talent for planning, organizing and running programs that brought together as speakers leading authorities from industry, unions, government, universities and consulting firms. The annual spring seminar attracted about 100 participants each year—the maximum that could be accommodated—and other occasional conferences and seminars run during the early ‘60s were also well attended. Later on—in 1966—an annual “White Collar Seminar” was introduced, aimed mainly at those in white-collar industries and with an emphasis on the personnel function, personnel policies and human resource management. These various conferences and seminars brought in revenue and that revenue was used for expansion of the Centre’s research, publishing and library functions.

**Annual One-Week Seminars**
Offered by the Industrial Relations Centre, 1960–87

- Annual Spring Industrial Relations Seminar, held since 1960
- Annual Fall Industrial Relations Seminar, held since 1972

**Special Conferences/Seminars**
Sponsored or Co-sponsored by the Industrial Relations Centre, 1960–87

- Labour Law and Its Implications for the Construction Industry, February 1961
- Industrial Relations Seminar for Eastern Ontario, held in October 1961, November 1962, November 1963, and November 1964
- Industrial Relations Conference for Union Research and Staff Personnel, held in May 1963 and May 1964
- Queen’s University Conference on Areas of Economic Stress in Canada, January 1965
- North American Conference on Cost-Benefit Analysis of Manpower Policies (organized jointly by the Industrial Relations Centre and the Center for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison)

- Labour Economics Current Research Activities and Problems (a meeting of Canadian labour economists), February 1971
- Orientation Seminar for the Student Training in Industrial Relations (STIR) Program (sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of Labour) May 1974 and May 1975
- Labour Law Symposium, September 1980
- Woman and Labour Law and Termination of Employment, October 1981
- Canadian Labour Markets in the 1980s, February 1983
- Grievance Arbitration: Preparation and Process, Special Two Day Seminar, December 1986
This expansion was accompanied by an increase in the Centre’s full-time and part-time staff. The writer was hired as a Research Associate in 1963. Frank Collom, now a professor in the School of Business at Queen’s, came on staff shortly after. A professional librarian was recruited. Others were employed as editorial assistants (including Carol Williams, later the Centre’s librarian), as library assistants, as summer research assistants. By the mid-1960s, the Centre had developed a substantially greater capacity to meet its objectives.

Even before this expansion began, Wood was fighting the first of his 1960s “space wars”. When he came in 1960, the Centre had almost no physical space—three of the four offices that might be considered “Industrial Relations Centre” quarters were those allocated to Wood, Curtis and Young in their capacities as professors of economics or business. Negotiation brought the use of an artificially lit, unventilated interior office. However, space was severely limited in Dunning Hall, since the School of Business and the Departments of Economics and Political Science were growing and there was competition for any vacant square foot. The space problem hindered Wood’s plans for expansion and in a report to Vice-Principal Deutsch early in 1963 he stressed that the most urgent, immediate need which must be filled was “the provision of adequate space to house all the various functions of the Centre”. The request was not answered that year but the problem was recognized and plans made to find more appropriate quarters for the Centre. The solution was a move across the road to the ground floor of the Douglas Library, where the space, by comparison, seemed almost enormous, though quickly found to be no more than required.

The Centre’s stay in the Douglas Library lasted just a few years. Mackintosh’s words from the 1930s—“our present space ... is completely filled up”—seemed to be echoing over the campus. By the late 1960s, the Library was insisting that the Centre’s premises were urgently needed for its own uses. Wood had no objection to moving, provided that the Centre was guaranteed adequate space—and by then “adequate” meant something larger than it occupied at the time. The outcome was relocation in the top floor of the newly constructed Goodwin Hall, premises which it continues to occupy today.

The expansion of the Centre’s activities during the 1960s could be attributed partly to the growth in the Department of Economics, in the School of Business, and in the Law School. The result of this growth was a substantial increase in the number of faculty teaching in various areas of the industrial relations field. Although they had no formal ties to the Centre, these “faculty associates” were a valuable resource. Some of them were speakers at the Centre’s annual seminars or at special research seminars. A number of them prepared research studies for publication by the Centre—Innis Christie and Bernard Adell from Law, David Smith, David Dodge and David Sewell from Economics, Bryan Downie and John Willes from the School of Business. By 1970, the Centre could point to a significant record of publications in its research, reprint and bibliography series, some prepared within the Centre, some by faculty associates, others by persons from industry, government, administrative tribunals, and other universities.

There were important new publications during the first half of the 1970s, including studies on wage differentials, federal public service bargaining, teacher bargaining, the National Joint Council, and a Labour Relations Law Casebook, the latter the combined effort of a group of law professors at Queen’s and other universities. The Current Industrial Relations Scene in Canada, a document originally prepared as a supplement to the Centre’s seminars, became a major annual reference publication, providing information, data and commentary about trends and developments in all areas of the field. Other publications included conference proceedings, analyses of current issues, reprints of
articles and conference papers, and annotated bibliographies. This steady flow of publications enabled the Centre to develop its research subscription program, which broadened the financial base of its operations and ensured that research could be published without concern about whether there was sufficient market demand for each individual publication.

An increasing proportion of the research output from about 1970 onward came from within the Centre. Dr. Pradeep Kumar, now Associate Director of the Centre, was a Research Associate in the early 1970s. As he points out, one cannot underestimate the contributions made by the Centre’s own research staff. “Their research dealt with the real world—it was meant to inform, to provide timely comment on current issues, to contribute to public and private decisionmaking. It was an important component of the Centre’s research subscription program.” It certainly has been a characteristic of the Centre’s research staff, through to the present day, that they have not felt constrained by traditionalist views that research contributes to knowledge only if it is published in an academic journal. Mackintosh would have approved.

The late ’60s and early ’70s saw the Centre become involved in new initiatives. One of these was research conferences. In 1969, for example, it was co-sponsor of a North American Conference on Cost-Benefit Analysis of Manpower Policies, the proceedings of which were published by the Centre. In 1971, it was host to a meeting of Canadian labour economists on “Current Research Activities and Problems”. In 1974, it conducted an Industrial Relations Orientation Seminar for students selected to participate in a new Ontario Ministry of Labour program aimed at providing relevant work experience during the summer months. The Centre also added to its research capacity by providing fellowships for visiting researchers—Tom Johnston of Edinburgh University, Graham Reid from the University of Glasgow, Leslie...
Barnes, former president of the Professional Institute of the Public Service. There was always new activity. However, by 1974 the work of the Centre had become so almost routinely established that the Director felt he could afford to take a year’s sabbatical leave in England, the first break he had had (and the only one he was to have) since joining Queen’s.

In the mid-’70s, questions were being raised within the Centre about its future direction, in particular the question of whether it should be taking the initiative in introducing a graduate degree in industrial relations at Queen’s. The University of Toronto recently had introduced such a program and Laval had a long-established graduate program in industrial relations. Queen’s, with faculty resources equal to any university, had little to offer the person wishing to specialize in this field. Within the PhD program in economics, labour economics and industrial relations were just one part of a much more comprehensive course package—and on the labour side the emphasis was on labour economics. Within the MBA program, industrial relations also was just one component of a larger program, as were courses in labour law within the Law School curriculum. What was needed was a program that would enable graduates to cut across departmental lines and take labour courses offered in different disciplines.

The idea came to naught at the time. Perhaps it seemed like a step backward, for the university had rejected this concept at the end of the 1950s. However, there was a growing recognition that circumstances had changed and before the end of the decade the Centre had made the decision to pursue the objective of establishing a Master’s program in industrial relations at Queen’s.

The decision to establish a new program in industrial relations was not, of course, one that the Centre could make independently. It required the cooperation and support of the Schools and Departments within which industrial relations courses were offered. It involved internal and external review. It also entailed substantial consultation with the industrial relations community. It was a lengthy and difficult process. By 1982, however, the University Senate and the Board of Trustees had given their final approval to the establishment of a multi-disciplinary Master’s degree program.

The new program, which began in September 1983, was a joint initiative of the Industrial Relations Centre, the Faculties of Business and Law, and the Department of Economics. The overall administration and coordination of it was the responsibility of a new School of Industrial Relations, which would be governed by a Faculty Board and an Executive Academic Committee of the Board composed of the heads of the four participating groups. The existing Centre would serve as the home base for the School and its students and the Centre’s functions—research, publishing, and continuing education—would continue as already organized. Don Wood became Director of the School as well as Director of the Centre.

The philosophical orientation of this new, one-year program was multi-disciplinary, stressing the application of theoretical knowledge and empirical analysis in the Canadian setting. The curriculum emphasis was on a required core body of knowledge covering the fundamental aspects of contemporary industrial relations, together with three special elective areas to permit indepth study and specialization and to provide the necessary flexibility to meet individual student career aspirations and diverse market opportunities. To graduate, students were required to complete ten one-term courses, consisting of six core courses and four electives. There was also a required non-credit three-term policy and research seminar.

The required core courses in the new program were:
1 Canadian Industrial Relations,
2 Labour Law,
3 Human Resources and Human Behaviour
Labour Market Analysis and Manpower Policy, Quantitative Methods, and a Research Essay. Electives could be chosen from three stream areas—Collective Bargaining and Labour Law; Personnel and Human Relations; and Labour Market Analysis and Policy. Students might also select electives from outside the three stream areas depending on their background and interests.

Enrolment in the MIR program was to be limited to 20 students for the first year and 30 in each of the next four. It quickly became evident that there was indeed a demand for such a program. During the four years that the School has been in existence, the class has grown to its maximum size, despite admission standards which limit enrolment to those with superior undergraduate records or relevant work experience. Moreover, the program has attracted a good mix of students, contributing to its value. In the 1985-86 class, for example, about one-third of the students had extensive full-time work experience, a few already held graduate degrees, and every province in Canada was represented.

Happily, there also has been a demand for the graduates of the MIR program. Those who have completed the program have gone on to teaching positions in universities and colleges, to research positions with government, unions and independent agencies, and to industrial relations and personnel management positions in both the public and private sectors.

Although the preparation for this new program and the subsequent operation of it took up a considerable amount of the time of Don Wood and his associates, it was nevertheless “business as usual” as far as the
Students of the Master of Industrial Relations Program, 1983–87

Anne Adams
Robert Alldritt
Mary Ballantyne
Marc Bannister
Brenda Barker
Paul Barnard
Shaun Baron
Lawrence Baslaw
Ruben Benmergui
Ailish Bergin
Forese Bertoia
John Box
Jillian Burnside
Elizabeth Butt
Jerry Byca
Deborah Bennett
John Campling
Robert Campling
Gord Cardwell
David Cheney
Anne Chopra
Heather Clarke
Douglas Cook
David Cowan
Doug Cruickshank

John Cuddie
R. Ian Davis
Colin Dawes
June Dewetering
Anne Dods
Claire Driedger
Peter Edwards
Karen Evans
Marilyn Evans
Marcel Faggioni
Chris Finding
Marion Freeman
Ernest Gec
Stephen Gorham
Robert Grant
Harry Gray
Paul Groody
Gregory Haley
Cindy L. Harpell
Barbara Hershorn
Karen Iddon
Lorna Kaufman
Daniel Kcon
Sharad Kerur
Sheri King

Steve Kupina
Wayne Lagroix
Kevin Latimer
Timothy Liznick
Ron Lloyd
Nancy MacCready
Alastair MacDonald
Kathryn MacLeod
Jody Manley
Marilee Marcotte
Robin Martel
Noella Martin
Catherine McEwen
Ray Noel
Sue Noonan
Dawna Noonan
Shawna O’Grady
Wayne Olmstead
Scott Palmer
Bruce Parker
Jon Pierce
Nancy (Marlow) Peters
Ross Playter
Gregory Polan
Arthur Potts

Thomas Quinlan
Jeremy Rawlings
Kathryn Running
Dennis Ryan
Brian Sawyers
Gary Schechter
Laurie Schwartz
Margo Seddon
David Shepherdson
John Sherbino
Megan Slobodin
Patricia Steward
Alex Stocks
Beth Strong
Frank Syer
Jaime Valentine
Rosemary Venne
Terry Wagar
Leslie (Darby) Wagar
Julian Walker
Lawrence Walter
Stephen White
Richard Whiting
Susan Whitten
Susan Wiercinski
Catherine Woods
To the undoubted surprise of everyone who did not know his date of birth, Don Wood retired in 1985. His successor as Director of the Centre and the School was Donald D. Carter, a professor in the Faculty of Law at Queen’s.

The new Director is a graduate of Queen’s (BA and LLB) and of Oxford University (BCL) and has been a professor of law since 1968. He is associate editor of *Labour Arbitration Cases*, co-author of *Labour Law and Industrial Relations in Canada*, and author of numerous articles and reports. His credentials, however, go far beyond the formally academic for he has a practical experience that equips him well for the dual role of Director of the School and the Centre—well-known arbitrator, Chairman of the Ontario Labour Relations Board from 1976 to 1979.

It is early to talk of the “Carter years”—the Carter years lie ahead. However, in the short period that he has been Director, it appears to an outsider that Don Carter has moved quickly to build on the foundations established by his predecessor. He has expanded the range of the Centre’s publications, broadened the base of multi-disciplinary communications, and put a personal stamp on the day-to-day management of the Centre and School. His imprint undoubtedly will be as marked and significant as that of his predecessors.
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This review of industrial relations at Queen’s since 1937 has not covered all of the important contributions made by the Section, Department and Centre, for some of them have been contributions of a continuing nature rather than occurrences that can be placed chronologically.

One of these is the contribution that the Centre has made over a period of 25 years to the training of students in industrial relations. During that period, many graduate students in economics, business and law were employed as part-time research assistants in the Centre, gaining useful work experience which complemented their studies.

Another important function over the years has been liaison with industrial relations practitioners, policy makers, and academic scholars and researchers. From the earliest stage, Cameron recognized the importance of keeping in touch with the world outside, which he did by visiting senior people in industry, unions and government, by speaking to various groups, by participating in policy formulation and in activities such as conciliation and arbitration. Don Wood was no less active in meeting these public relations and public policy responsibilities. During his tenure as Director, for example, he made over 200 speeches, participated in many research conferences, served on numerous advisory committees, conducted studies for Royal Commissions, etc. The Centre’s Associate Director, Pradeep Kumar, has also made significant contributions of the same nature.

A chronological review also can not adequately record the important contributions made by many individuals, inside and outside the university, to the success of industrial relations at Queen’s. Within the university, for example, Queen’s principals have been highly supportive of industrial relations over the past 50 years (and most of then, remarkably, have been involved in the field in some capacity or other). We have already discussed the roles of Wallace and his successor, Mackintosh, in founding the Section. They and their successors also showed a close interest in the work of the Section, Department and Centre. J.A. Corry, who taught a course in the Department of Industrial Relations for many years, was a frequent visitor to the Centre while Principal. John Deutsch, whose many accomplishments included serving on Royal Commissions and other bodies dealing with manpower, unemployment insurance, pensions, etc., was a speaker at many of the Centre’s conferences and seminars and had close ties to the Centre as both Vice-Principal and Principal. Ronald Watts had no direct link with the field but showed strong interest in the Centre’s activities during the ten years that he served as Principal. His strong encouragement and support were most evident in the development of the Master of Industrial Relations program offered through the new School of Industrial Relations. The current Principal, David Smith, has shown the same keen interest in the work of the Centre and School as he did during the many years he was a Faculty Associate in the Centre. This support from the top over the years undoubtedly has been an important factor behind the success of the Section, Department, Centre and School.

Another group of individuals has made large contributions to industrial relations at Queen’s—those who have been speakers at the many conferences, seminars and symposia that have been held in the past 50 years. They number in the hundreds and a listing of even those who were frequent speakers during this period would take up considerable space. Mention must be made, however, of a few who participated so frequently over such long periods that they
almost could be considered honorary members of the staff—from the Cameron and early Wood years, Don Guthrie of Du Pont, and over the past 25 years Ray Alden of Stelco, Phil Chaston of Shell Oil, W.G. (“Johnny”) Johnston of Ontario Hydro, Don MacEachern of Towers-Perrin, C. P. (“Connie”) Quinn of the Management Education Center, Ann Arbor, and distinguished labour relations lawyer Roy Heenan. The success of the Centre’s continuing education programs can be attributed largely to these and the many other outstanding speakers who have been willing to share their knowledge and expertise with participants.

Although the Centre’s continuing education programs have been aimed largely at management (trade unions have a well-developed education and training system of their own) the Centre has always made a point of ensuring that the views of the labour movement were presented at these seminars and many well-known union leaders and officials have accepted invitations to speak at Queen’s over the years—Shirley Carr, Bill Dodge, Lynn Williams, Stan Little, Neil Reimer, Mike Rygus, Ed Finn—to name a few who have visited on several occasions. An increasing number of trade unions in Canada have also contributed to the Centre through participation in its research and publications subscription program.

Two of those who were instrumental in bringing industrial relations to Queen’s—Clarence Hicks and Bryce Stewart—had a continuing influence in other ways. Hicks, who died in 1944, is commemorated by a fellowship that was established in his name at Queen’s and at each of the five US universities where he helped to found Industrial Relations Sections. The fellowship is awarded each year to a student who is found “to give promise of a successful career as an executive or teacher in industrial relations by reason of a balanced combination of scholarship and previous study in this or related fields, personality and temperament, participation in student activities and standing among his fellow students and associates”. The fellowship has enabled many Queen’s students to pursue careers in industrial relations.

Bryce Stewart maintained his association with Queen’s as a member of the Board of Trustees from 1941 until his death in 1956. Much of his personal library was donated in the early 1970s to the Industrial Relations
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**Recipients of the Clarence J. Hicks Memorial Fellowship, 1960–1987**

The Fellowship was established from gifts of friends and admirers of the late Clarence J. Hicks, who was a “moving spirit” behind the establishment of the Industrial Relations Section in 1937.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. Green</td>
<td></td>
<td>G.J. Kowalski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P.O. Walters,</td>
<td></td>
<td>R. Venne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D.J. Ward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967–68</td>
<td>P. Kumar</td>
<td>1980–81</td>
<td>A. Samad</td>
<td></td>
<td>J. Valentine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–69</td>
<td>P. Kumar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969–70</td>
<td>D.J. Lodge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Centre Library. Stewart’s contributions were summarized in a formal statement prepared at that time by the Director of the Centre:

To Bryce Stewart the Industrial Relations Centre is indebted for the initiative that brought about the establishment in 1937 of the first industrial relations institute in a Canadian university, for his pioneering work in marshalling support during its early years and for constant interest and guidance during the fifteen years he served as a trustee of Queen’s.

Stewart’s outstanding contributions in the field of industrial relations were recognized by the university by the award of an LLD in 1955.

Although the scope of industrial relations is essentially the same today as it was in the time of Stewart and Hicks and Mackintosh, there have been many changes in the field and changes affecting it in the 50 years since the Industrial Relations Section was established at Queen’s. We have gone from a blue-collar work force to one in which white-collar workers are now the majority, from one composed largely of males to one in which women now form almost an equal number, from one in which almost everyone was a full-time employee to one where part-time workers are a sizable minority. Paralleling these changes, we have seen a radical change in the composition of the labour movement in Canada—from a movement consisting of traditional craft and emerging industrial unions to one in which unions of civil servants, teachers, nurses and other white-collar workers are a significant force. We have seen a tremendous expansion in labour relations legislation, in working conditions legislation, in social security, human rights, and health and safety legislation. We have seen a huge growth in the scope of collective bargaining, changes in the structure of bargaining, the emergence of new methods of dispute settlement. The history of the Industrial Relations Section, Department, Centre and School encompasses all of these changes. Throughout this period, in whatever institutional form it has existed, it has been a recorder and analyst of these developments and trends, an educator within the university and in the outside world, a shaper of policy. In these various roles, it has established a reputation, not just as the pioneer in industrial relations in Canadian universities, but as the leading institute in the field. As it enters its second half-century, it can look back on a solid record of accomplishment with the promise of much more to come.